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Summary. -We show that a theory whose SU3-invariant strong inter-
actions are perturbed by electromagnetic interactions alone may be
obtained formally by a certain unitary transformation of a theory whose
SU3-invariant strong interactions are perturbed by merely charge-
independent interactions. By exploiting readily available information
on the latter theory, we can give a rapid derivation of relationships
between the electromagnetic properties of various particles and reso-
nances. While many new results are presented, principal emphasis is
on the power of the method and on the recognition of the precise nature
of the assumptions necessary for the derivation of results. For example,
of the seven familiar relations between the magnetic moments of baryons
only two require use of the assumption that magnetic moments depend
linearly on the electromagnetic charge-current density; ~he others exem-
plify relations which hold in identical forJIl for all electromagnetic pro-
perties of baryons -electric and magnetic form factors, electromagnetic
self-energies, Compton scattering amplitudes etc.

1. -Introduction.

At the present time, the higher scheme that has achieved most success
in connection with the recently discovered baryon and meson resonances is
the unitary symmetry theory o~ NF1'EMAN (1) and GELL-MANN (2) which is

(.) Research. supported in part by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
(l) Y. NE'EMAN: Nucl. Phys., 26, 222 (1961).
(2) M. GELL-MANN: Cal. Tech. Report CTSL-20 (1961), unpublished, and Phys.

., 125, 1067 (1962).Rev
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2 ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF STABLE PARTICLESETC. (1177]

based on the group SU. Predictions .of the theory: so far investigated have
related not only to strong interactions but also to electromagnetic, and even
to a limited extent, to weak interactions. ..In many of the previous investi-
gations, however, the methods of computation used have been suited speci-
fically to situatiQns involving only low- (eight and ten) dimensional irreducible
representation (IR's) of SUs and even then lead to the expenditure of much
arithmetical effort. Evidently, if higher IR's of S U a become important or if
more complex physical situations are to be discussed, it is essential that general
and readily applicable computational techniques be developed. Elsewhere (a),
with this end in view, we have exaInined the behavior of basic states of IR's
of S U a under Weyl reflections or « generalized charge-syInJlletry operations ~) ( 4).
In the present paper we make an application to the derivation of the electro-
magnetic properties of various unitary multiplets (5),

EmphajJis in our work is placed on the simplicity and generality of the
method employed, The basic idea is to exploit the relationship of the trans-
formation properties with respect to S U a of the el~ctromagnetic charge-cur-
rent de1;lsity and of the (postulated) term of the strong interaction Hamilto-
nian, which breaks its exact invariance with respect to S U a and produces the
mass splitting of unitary multiplets into isotopic multiplets. The two quan-
tities in fact both transform like comporients of the tensor operator associated
with the regular representation-the eightcomponentIR (1, 1)-of SUa, and can
be transformed the one into the other by a suitable Weyl reflection. Tbe actual
reflectioR is that which is denoted by Wain MSD; we note that it is ~n ele-
ment of SUa. It follows then that a theory (first theory) whose SUa-inva-
riant strong interactions are perturbed by electromagnetic interactions alone
may be formally obtained by a unitary transformation (generated by Wa)
of a tbeory (second theory) whose SUa-invariant strong interactions are per-
turbed by charge-independent interactions. By explOiting readily available
informatioR on t'11e second theory, we can give a rapid derivation of relationship
between the electromagnetic properties of the components of unitary mul-
tiplets. .Amongst our results, we distinguish two categories of predic<tions,
which we call electromagnetic relationS of the first and of the second kind.
The significance of and distinction between the two categories is explained ill

the following paragraphs.
Equalities between the masses of different members of any isotopic sub-

(8) A. J. MACF4RLANE,E. C. G. SUDARSHAN andC. DULLEMOND: Nuava Cimenta,
30, 845 (1963). Hereafter we refer to this paper as MSD.

(4) Y. YAMAGUCHI: Pray. Thear. Phys. Suppl., 11, 1 (1960). P. T. MATTHEWS and

A. SALAM: Prac. Phys. Sac., 80, 28 (1962).
(5) By unitary multiplet, we mean a set of particles or resonances associated with

the basis states of some IR of SU8.
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3A. .T. MA()FARLANE and E. C. G. SUDARSHANfl1781

multiplet in the second theory .hold to all orders in the charge-independent
perturbations. They correspond to equalities in the first theory between the
electromagnetic properties of different members of any W3-transformed iso-
topic submultiplet of a ~nitary multiplet.. 'Similarly vanishing, of transition
masses between members of different isotopic submultiplets of a unitary mul-
tiplet in the first theory corresponds to the forbiddenness of electromagnetic
transitions between members of different W3-transformed isotopic su~multi-
plets of a unitary multiplet in the second theory. In each case, translation
of statements for electromagnetic properties of W3-transformed states in terms
of original basis states leads t9 electromagnetic relations, which we say are

of the first kind.
Corresponding to the various mass formulae which in the second theory

relate the common mass values of different isotopic submultiplets of a unitary
multiplet, we obtain, in the second theory, linear relationships between the
common values, for certain electromagnetic properties, of different W3-trans-
formed isotopic submultiplets of a unitary multiplet. These translate into

e~ectromagnetic relations of the second kind:
It is seen that relations, of the first kind hold good independently of the

order of electromagnetic interactions involved. Accordingly, for a given uni-
tary multiplet, formally identical such relations hold for all electromagnetic
quantities. Relations of the second kind are then those which hold in addi-
tion when the order of the electromagnetic interactions is specified. Different
relations of the second kind consequently are obtained for quantities which
depend on electromagnetic interactions to different order. For/example, elec-
tric and magnetic form factors depend linearly on the electromagne-tic inter-
actions, so that for them we obtain, in addition to relations of the first kind,
relations of the second kind that follow from a' W3-transformation of the first-
order Okubo (8) mass formula; whereas, for self energies and Comptgn scat-
tering amplitudes, relations of the second kind emerge after the use of the

corresponding (7) second-order formula.
Some of the results which we derive below-particularly those relating to

the baryon octet:, which belongs to tbe IR (1,1) of SU3-have already been
derived by other authors (8:8.9.), by methods not always suitable for application
to more complex situations. More in the spirit of the present work, is the

(6) S. OKUBO: Frog. Theor. Fhys., 27, 949 (1962).
(7) S. OKUBO: Fhys. Lett., 4, 14 (1963).
(8) S. COLEMAN and S. L. GLASHOW: Fhys. Rev. Lett., 6, 423 (1961).; N. CABIBBO

and R. GATTO: Nuovo Cimento, 21, 872 (1961).
(9) H. RUEGG: Nuovo Cimento, 24, 461 (1962); R. GATTO: Seminar in Theoretical

Fh'/Jsics (TrieBte. July, 1962), (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1963).
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approach of LEV.INSON, LIPKIN and MESHKOV (10), wherein, the notion of
« U-spin» is applied to electromagnetic matrix elements. In a sense, the pre-
sent work can be regarded as a systematic application of the « U -spin » for-
malism to electromagnetic quantities., since what we have called W3-trans-
formed isotopic multiplets are essentially the same as their U-multiplets. How-
ever, they have been concerned principally with photoproduction matrix ele-
ments and have usually only selected conspicuous results to illustrate their
ideas while we have obtained complete sets of results in all cases considered.
It is probably worth stressing at this point, in view of the important role such
states play in our work, that the results from MSD which we use for the
W3-transformed basis-states of an IR of SU3, give not only correct linear com-
binations of the original basis states in cases where nonsimple weights are
involved but also, within each IR considered, a consistent set of phases.

The material of the paper is organized in the following way. In Sect. 2,
after a brief survey of relevant facts about the IR'~ of SU3 and the Weyl
reflection W3, we discuss electromagnetic relations of the first kind. Then we
go on to predictions of the second kind dealing with form factors in Sect. 3,
and self-energies and masses in Sect. 4. Some additional comments are offered
in a final fifth Section. In general, we have separated our results from the
main text of the paper and presented them in a series of tables.

2. -Electromagnetic relations of the first kind.

We begin with a brief discussion of notf1tion, the IR's of SUa and the

Weyl reflection Wao The group SUa is generated by a set of eight operators

H1. Ho, E:tl' E;j:2' E:t3'.

which satisfy a standard set of commutation relations, as given by eqs. (II.12),
(II.17) and (II.18) of ref. (11). Contact With physics follows from the identi-

(l°) c. A. LEVINSON, H. J. LIPKIN and S. MESHKOV: Unitary Symmetry in Photo-
production and Other Electromagnetic Interactions, to be published in Phys. Lett. We
thank theae authors for making their work known to US prior to its publication.
~ After the present work was finished, a paper by S. P. ROSEN: Phys. Rev. Lett,? 11,
100 (1963), appeared using a formalism identical to that of LEVINSON et al., and essen-
tially equivalent to that employed here. .It ought also to be pointed out that CABIBBO
and GATTO (8) were the first to realize that there was an SU2 subgroup of SUa that
leaves invariant a theory with SUa invariant interactions plus electromagnetism. »;
See also R. J. OAKES: Phys. Rev., 132, 2344 {1'963).

(ll) R. E. BEHRENDS, J. DREITLEIN, C. FRONSDAL and B. W. LEE: Rev. Mod.
Phys., 34, 1 (1962)..
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For any IR of SUa we may introduce a basis rI)lY) where 1(1+1), )I and Y
are the eigenvalues of /2 (total isospin), I. (z component of isospin) and Y

(hypercharge) respectively. For the IR's of. SU~, we use the notation (A, #)
whose significance is explained in Sect. 2 of MSD. We refer to this source
for a discussion of the properties of the IR (A, #) of SU~, in particular for
its allowed weights, their multiplicities and its weight diagram.

We define the Weyl reflections W", (IX=1,2,3) of SU~ to be the opera-
tions of reflection respectively in the axis (12) 1, 2 and 3 of the weight space
of any IR of SU~. They satisfy (~)

I w; = I, IX=;;;: .1, 2, 3 ,.

.and

I W3 = WlW2Wl= W: ,

and have known (3) conunutation relations with the generators (2.1) of SU3;
Of the results quoted explicitly in MSD (eq. (3.7)} we here note only the

following one

(2.4) W3YW3= '"'-{I.+tY) = ~ Q ,

where Q is the electric charge; the others were used in the calculation of the

behaviour under W3 of -the basis vectors II'PY) of the IR's of SU3. Explicit
forms for W3 II'PY) for the IR's (1,1), (2,2) and (4,1) appear in MSD eqs. (3.13),
(3.26) and (3.28), respectively. In addition to these results, we require also
the results for the IR (3,0) which are (13)

W31! 1) ,

W31! 0) ,

W31!. -1), !

W3'1! -2>,

W31l- L),

W21l, .

~ 1 ) 1 c3- 3
-2 ..i~ ~..-~

,

-t1>,*rl-11
';;-,

L1X~ (1 _1
~ / ~ 2

"

i 1)1° °2 ~

1 0)= 11 t -

00) 11~00)

(la) We have employed the same labelling of axes as is us'ed in ref. (l°).
(l3) These results were not given in MSD since the IR (3, 0) involves only simple

weights so that the effect of Weyl reflections on its basis follow from inspection of its
weight diagram.
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6 ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF STABLE PARTIOLESETC~ [11811

We are now in a position to describe the central role occupied by Wa in the

present approach to electromagnetic properties of unitary multiplets.
Denote by f. and 0lJ the components of the tensor operator associated

with the regular representation of SUa which transform under SUa like tbe

generators I. and Y and introduce
1 "

!2= J.+ 1Ji1.!J

In analogy to (2.4) we have

.02W3qljW3 =

We now assert that any electromagnetic property, depending on some ope.
rator function <P(.u2), has matrix elements in any IR (A, f.l) of SUa which may

be evaluated using (2.7) and the more readily available information regarding
the matrix elements of operator functions of 1??1 .If !1/'u and 11/'f > are basis
states of some IR (A, f.l) of SUa, we call formulate this assertion explicitly

as follows

(2.8) <1/'fl<P(.P-)l1/'u = <:ljlfI <P(-WaI??1Wa) 11jJu =

"" <1/'f IW a<P(-I??1)Wal1/'i>
<Xt I (]>(- 1Jlf) IXi)

where I Xt..) -==Wa!1JIt.;) are known by virtue of MSD. Now, (J.!f is diagonal
with respect to I, v and Y and application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem for
the isospin subgroup of SUa tells us that its matrix elements are independent
of v. Thus in terms of an explici~ notation for states of (2., f,l), we further

develop (2.8) using

W(I, Y) b(II') b(yy') b(YY') .<Afl,I'vY'llP(- OJI) I. AJtI'Il Y)(2.9)

In addition to depending as indicated on I and Y, the function (14) <p(I, Y)
depends on A, ,u and the actual form of ~(.0}). We refer to those predictions
regarding electromagnetic properties of unitary multiplets which follow from
(2.8) and (2.9) without the use of any assumption about the form of ~(.0})
as elec'tromagnetic properties of the first kind.

Before we illustrate this by calculating the electromagnetic properties of the
first kind for the stable baryon octet, we make some comments to clarify the
relation of the above formal discussion to the physical description of it given
in the introduction: Firstly, since th,e electromagnetic interaction transforms

like .0} with respect to SU$, the mass..sptitting charge-independent interaction
transforms like OJ/ with respect to S~3' and W3, being an element of SU3,
generates a unitary transformation,. we see that (2.8) e~plicitly relates matri~

.(14) Normally in what follows we do not explicitly indicate the 7. Rnd 11 labels of
functioJls like q;(I, Y) or of unknown quantities like B and O of (3, I).

...
~
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elements in a theory (first theory) whose SUa invariant strong interactions
are perturbed only by electromagnetic interactions to matrix elements in a
pheory (second theory) whose SUa invariant strong interactions are perturbed
only by charge-independent strong interactions. Secondly, (2.9) states that in
the second theory particles of the same isotopic submultiplet of a unitary
multiplet have equal masses to all orders in the perturbation, and that tran-
sition masses between particles of different isotopic submultiplets vanish also
to all orders in the perturbation. As pointed out in the introduction, results
that stem from a unitary transformation, generated b~ Wa, of these two sta-
tements are termed electromagnetic relation of the first kind. It is important
to stress that they involve no assumptioR about the dependence of 1;P(.?2) on ill.
As a consequence, formally identical results apply to electric and magnetic
form factors, self-energies, Compton scattering amplitudes, double Compton
amplitudes, and amplitudes for the annihilation of particle and antiparticle
pairs into an arbitrary number of photons, etc.

We now illustrate using the stable baryons which belong to the eight~com-
ponent IR(l,l) of SUa, From (2.8), (2.9) of the present work and (3.13) of
MSD, we obtain the following nonvanishing electromagnetic matrix elements
in terms of four unknown functions rp(I, Y)

01 W(~)ll

1, W( ~) j i

01 W( ~) 11

1 O>~tp(!,~I),

! ~1>~,rp'(L, 0) ,

1 °>~tp(t, 1) ,

<t 1 1ItP(~)II t 1>= <;1. 1

<1-1 1ItP(~)II-t 1>= <i t-

<I-t -lltP(~)li -1-1>= <1 -1 , ,

<lOO I tP(-62)11 00> = irp(l, 0) + 1rp(0, 0) ,

<00°1 <P(~)100 0> = !rp(1, 0)+ trp(O, 0) ,

<10 O I tP(~) 10 00> = ( v3/4) [rp(l, 0)-!p(0, 0)]

(2.10)

We have used time-reversal invariance to equate <0 00 1I;P(f!l) 110 0> to
<lOO 1I;P(f!l) 1000>. Writing <t.t 11I;P(f!l) I ti 1>= l;P(p) etc., we obtain five re-

lationships between nine observable quantities, namely

l;P(p) == (~+),

l;P(n) == I;P(EO)= ! I;P(A) -!I;P(~O),
(2.11) I;P(~-) = 1;P(3-) ,

2I;PT(~O, A) =v3[I;P(A) ~ I;P(~O)J .

We have derived electromagnetic relations of the first ~nd also for other uni-
tary multiplets-(3,0), (2,2) and (4,1)-using the same method, i.e. eqs. (2.8)
and (2.9) along with eq. (2.5) for (3,0) and eqs. (3.26) and (3.28) of MSD for
the respective cases of (2,2) and (4,1). Results are displayed in parametric

form in Table I.

..
"'
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TABLE I. -Electromaanetic matrix elements.

IR (4',1)

<i - ! 11(Jjli t
"

I\ t "" I ,

Vt~,

i frPii

21rPlJ
31 rP!,

,
,())""',",,'c

..3) = 1p(2, 2)

..
~

I.) = <2 -2
c

=<i -i
= <1 ~ I

,;=<t-i

:~2

f-!

.-1

I..,..,..!
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TiBIiJ!; 1 {oontinued)
-

2!f/J12

2!t;l)12

21f/J12

21f/J12

2!f/J12

OIf/J12

olmll

°1f/Jll

11 f/Jj1

IIf/JI!

lrf/Jl!

.l1f/J!!

I1f/J1!

11 f/J I!

Orf/J12

°1f/J11

OIf/Jll

IIf/JI!

IIf/JI!

IIf/JI!

°1f/J12

°1f/Jll

OIf/J11

IIf/JI!

1!f/Jli

llf/Jl!

2'f/Jll

2'f/JIO

21f/JIO

IIf/JI!

IIf/Jlt

IJf/Jli

Ilf/JI!

11f/Jli

IIf/J1!

<p(!

<p(2

<p(!

<p( 1

IP(l

2)
3)

<2 -,.-2
<2 -.1
<2 O
<2 1
<2 2
<2 -1
<.1 -1
<2 -1

<i -!
<! -!
<i -!
<! -t
<! -t
<! -t
<2 O
<I O
<2 O

<! t
<! t
(* k

(2
(!

1
i

.2 2>='i<t t -:;-31 (Jj It t -::c 3>=
<1 "' / " .1 ~>'.'."l 1 -2", 1 1 -~>~

0 2)~(i i -11(Jjli i -l;~
1 2) =<2 2 01 (Jj 12 2 °>j:!"
2 2>=<i i lr(Jjf!i i 1>=

1 9.1 °>=I~!P(i,1)+19!P(i,1)
.1 0> = /0 !p( i, 1) + I\ !p( i, 1)
1 0> = 1-3-0[!P(!, 1) -!p(i, l)J

i 1>= 2\-!p(i, 1) + HqJ(i, I)
i 1>= :i!/)!p(i, 1) +2\!p(i, 1)
i 1)='i{2 v6/25)[!p(i, 1) -!p(i, l)J
t 1>=:=Il.o-!p(2, 0) +l\!p(l, 0)

9 1
t 1>=1-0!P(2,0)+1-0!P(1,0)
t 1>~1J!.0[!P(2.~0)-!p(1,0)]
0 0>= i !p(2, 0) ~t- !!p( 1,0)

00>=!!p(2,0)+t!p(1,0)
0 0> = (v3/4)['P(2.0) -!p(1,0)]

f l>=t!p(!,-l.)-:1-t!p(t,-I)
t I> = !/)!p(!, -I) + t!P(t, -I)

t }>=i[!P(!,~.I)-!p(t,-I)J
1 0>= t!P(!, --J 1)+ t!P(t, -1)

10>=t!p(i,-I)+t!p(t.,-I)
1 O>=t[!p(i,~l)-!pa,-l.)}.
i I> = t!p(I, -2) + t !p(O, -2)

! I> =j!p(I,-2) +t!P(O, -2)
! I> = ( V6/5)[!p(1, -2) -'P(O,~ 2)]
0 -2> = f!p(i, 1) + t!P(!, I)

o-:>=t!p(i, l)+i!p(i, 1)
0 -2>= (v6/(»[!p(i, 1)-!p(!, I)J
i-l>=i!p{2,0)+i!p(1,0) --
i ~»=i!p(2;0)+itp(I,0)
i -:;- I> = t[!p(2, 0) -!p( I, 0)]

-, 4i ~ 1> = t tp( i, I) + 5 tp( !, I)
t -I> = f!p(i, I) + i!p(i, I)

t -l>=t[!p(i, 1)-tp(!, I)].

,- ~
(1 0

(0 0

(1 0

(! !

(t t

(! t

(! -t

<t -!

(! -t

3. Electromagnetic relations of the second kind: form factors.

We now turn to electromagnetic relations of the second kind which arise
as a result of specific assumptions about the dependence of 1;l)(!!2) on !!2. As
remarked above, different assumptions are associated with different electro-
magnetic quantities, giving the relations of the second kind appropriate to
these quantities, which augment the relationS of the first kind common to
all electromagnetic quantities. In this Section, we deal with « linear » electro-
magnetic quantities such as electric and magnetic form factors. for which the

"
~

, I)
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,
a~sumptiol} t4at (/)(.2) is proportional to .2 involvesllo essential loss of gene-
rality. The use of this form rather than a form (oc+P.2f for .2 corresponds,
physically, to the statement that there is no, contribution to the quantities
under discussion from nonelectromagnetic interactioll:s, or, put otherwise, ~o
the tracelessness condition used by OKUBO (6). This is 'in contrast to the si-
tuation wherein we consider the first-order perturbation of exact S Ua-inva-
riance by interactions with the transformation propertieB under SUa of OJI;
for there the physical quantity of central interest is m,ass and the aim is to
calculate the induced splittings of the common mass value of a ull:itary mill.
tiplet. The contrast is reflected in the actual form we usefor the specialization
of (/)(I, Y) to the present discussion.

In place of (2.9), we have

~(A, .u)l.

;

P(I, Y) =BY +(J[1.{I +1)... lY2<A.ulvY1(

,

0!/} I Af.tly y)

Herein B and O are unknown quantities independent of 1 and Y, and ~(A, f.l)

is the eifl:envalue (15)

fJ,2+3{A.+fJ,}]f9rA2 + A;uCC( ).. ll)

of the Casimir operator of SUa in the IR(A"u). ~esult (3.1) of course is
simply the Okubo mass formula (6) with the tracelessness condition explicitly
built into it. It follows that the linear electromagnetic properties of any uni-
tary multiplet depend on at most two unknown parameters. For the stable
baryons, we obtain in an obvious notation

B-

1~,
=v3

F(n) ~fl,
F(}:;.'.') = B -

F(A) = to ,

FI:E:-) = .8 -

F\2i:+ B 0.0.
(3.3)

F(p) =;;"""

F(~O) ~-

F ~o A "

2'(~,..1"

F(EO) ~()to,

Thus there are t'YO more relations (of the second kind) for form factors that
can be added to those of the first kind alr~ady kno'wn from (2.11). They are

F(A)+F(};;°)

F(~+~ + F(}:;-}

=0.(3.4)

(3.5) 2F(}:;°)

For the particular case of the magnetic form factors evaluated at zero mo-

mentum transfer, i.e., for the anomalous magnetic moments of the baryons

(l5) L. C. BIEDENHARN: Phys. Lett., 3, 69 (1962).

00
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and th~ mixed moment for the ):;0 ~A+ y decay, eqs. (2.11), (3.4) and (3..5)
embody exactly the usual (8.9) complement of results.

For the stable mesons, which also form a unitary octet, ,the self-charge-
conjugate property gives relationships which hold in addition to the analogs

of (2.11), (3.4) and (3.5), namely

F{KO) F(KO} ,F(K F(K

F(~- F(n- F(7to)(3.6) -(nO) ,

7 F p(nO, "I)) ,F("t)) F(1J) ,

i

1j1..(7t°, "I))

so that we can express all form factors of the meson octet in terms of pion
form factors (8)

F(7t+) F(7t- .F(K-) ,

(3.7)
I ;~:: F(KO) F(7tQ) F('YJ} F p(7t°, '1))

In Table II we display relations of the second kind for form factors associated
with the unitary multiplets (3,0), (2,2) and (4,1). In the case of the decuplet,
we observe that there is really only one parameter in.volved.. This is a general
feature that occurs whenever IR's(A, p,) with p,= 0 (of: A= 0) are discussed.
For the IR(A,o) we have 13=JY +kA and, from e,qs. .(3.1) and (3.2) we get

.F(I, Y' B'Y, EL
c

:l;)'+Q(i tA)

When the 27-component IR(2,2) is a self-conjugate meson unitary multiplet,
we can, as above in the (1,1) case, augment the results of Table II with results
that follow from charge conjugation invariance, e.g. the result

20 1(/>.(!!2-)12 <2201 q)(.?2) 1220:20)

implies that the G of eq. (3.1) for this case vanishes.
We may also use a direct approach to linear electromagnetic properties

in which matrix elements of !!2 aree valuate~ directly. We start out from the
statement that, as far as its matrix elements between states of the same IR
of SUa are concerned (-0!/) may be regarded as the following function of the

generatol's~of SU3

3.8) ,...,-i!li= RY-+-G[12- y2/4...:.'((j'1.

Herein B and C are unknown constants and ~ is the Casimir operator of
SUB, whose eigenvalue for the IR (A, pi) of SUB is given by eq. (3.2). With
the aid of the work of Sect. 3 of MSD. we mav effect a W-transformation of

~
~
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TABLE II (continued}.

F (t
F (t
F (0

Ff'(2
Ff'{2
Ff'(2
Ff'(l
Ff'( -!

t
t
o
.1
O
I
O
t

3) = 2B+ 100
3) = B+450

J)=~V6O
r)" =120
1)= 120
11= 4 -\/6 a

1)=;;B + 350 F(! -t -

1,) ;';;0 F ( .1 ~-,'. '9: '9:
2) =B+ 250,
0; I-I 0)=150, F2'(!
0; 1 0 ()) =5V30, F2'(!
0; II '0}= 150, F2'(!

,2;0 0-~)=5V60, F2'(!
, I; ! -! -L) = 200 = F 2'(!

! I; !

t I; !

t I; 1-
~ 1.32 , :2"

I .1

-, :2"

!
1
~

t
!

! 1 \t

(3.8), obtaining

(3.9) !!2 B'Q C[Q2 l~r 6E_2 E2 2rcl ,

with

R' B !0,

as an operator equation for !!2 valid for matrix elements between. states oil
the same IR. Knowing (15) explicit forms for the nonvanishing matrix ele-
ments, in any IR, of the generators of SUa~they are given in present n.ota-
tion as eqs. (2.13) to (2.16) of MSD-it is a straightforward matter to com-
pute the nonvanishing matrix elemen.ts of !!2 for any IR of SUa. We note
that eq. (3.9) contains terms pot necessarily diagonal in I, as required and!
remark that previous results are hereby reproduced.

So far, we have derived electroma?;netic relations for particles whose strong
interactions are assumed to be exactly invariant with respect to SUa. How-
ever, amongst them there are relations which are valid even if the strong
interactions of the particles involved are merely charge-independent, i.e., in-
variant with respect to the isospin subgroup of SUa, and hence valid to all
orders in the strong interactions which break exact S U a invariance. They
can be derived using the Wigner-Eckart theorem for theisospin subgroup and!
the fact that electric charge transforms with respect to, it as the sum of an
isoscalar and '/I = O component of an isovector. An example of such a result
is the familiar (18) eq. (3.5). Other relevant ones are collected in Table III.
The basic result used in their derivation is

(3JO) AuI'v'l' (f, i~' t'! I y ,;,~07"Af!' 'I! / 9 ,
,~c-:s \
+;:l) C"I! la+(I, Y) tJ(II

"'
:Af,tI'vty'j~IAf,tlvY> #

== b(vv') b{ yy') [ vao(I, l') r5ll yfif

1)+ b(l, y} 8(ll')1v[i2
-

y21 a_(] , Y) ~(II'

, ao and b being unknown functions of I and y,

(l6) R. E. MARSHAK, S. OKUBO and E. C. G. SUDARSHAN: Phys. Rev., 106,599 (1957)
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TABLE llI. -Consequences of charge-independence for electromagnetic form factors.

4. -Electromagnetic relations of the second kind: self-energies and mass formulae.

We now consider electromagnetic relations of the second kind for quan-
tities with a quadratic dependence on the electric charge-current density with
application to self-energies especially in ~nd.. Calculations proceed along the

G
~
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same lines as in Sect. 3 except that we here use the specialization rp(I, Y) -+
-+E(I, Y) of (2.9) where E(I, Y) is given (Qkubo's (i) second-order formula) by

(4.1) E(I, 'Y) =;:~+ bY+ eZ(I, Y) +dY~ + eYZ(I, Y)+j:Z2(I, Y) ,

where Z(I, Y) =1.(1 +1) -y2f4. Here we need not use a tracelessness condi-
tion to eliminate the constant term a. Our chief interest is in self-energies and
the constant term of the electromagnetic self-energy can be absorbed into the
self-energy due to SU3-invariant interactions which is coilstantfor 3Jl members
of a unitary multiplet.

We cannot illustrate the method of the present Section using the stable
baryon octet because eq. (4.1) fails to give any information. However, the
relations of the first kind that hold for the electromagnetic self-energies of the
baryons and the mass formulae that follow from them are of sufficient interest
to merit inclusion. If we assume, first of all, that the observed baryon mass
(denoted by capital M) is the sum of a self-energy cohtribution due to strong
interactions, not necessarily exactly invariant with respect to SU3, and an
electromagnetic self-energy contribution, we may use the relationships {17)

E(~+) E(~"") = E(E-
E(n} =E(EO}E(u)

for baryon electromagnetic se1f-energies to deduce the mass fo~mula (8)

M(p) M(n) + M(:S.°) M(:a:" + M(}:; --M(}:;+) =0

Similarly if we include the transition self-energy M2'(}:;°' A) = E2'(}:;°'A), we
may use v'3E2'(}:;o, A) = E(n) ,---,- E(}:;°) =E(SO)-E(}:;°), to derive the results

(4.3) V3MT(~O, A)= M(n) ~M(p) M(~O) + M(~+)

=M(SO) M.(E M(~O) + M(~-

which are not independent by virtue of (4.2). It is to be noted that, in ad-
dition to depending on MT(~O, A}, these results only depend on mass differ-
ences within isotopic multiplets. Accordingly it is to be hoped that they are
useful in all orders of perturbation of the SU3-invariant strong interactions
by merely charge-independent interactions. If we explicitly make the assump-
tion that the perturbation involved is a first-order effect, we can use the

relationship (2)

(4.5) m(~) + 3 m(A) 21n(S)+ ;;!m(.N':

(17) See remarks that follows eq. (2.11)

9
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0 ,00 ,.';" .';-,"i!~,\..c
T2\BLE IV. -ElectromagneUc 8elj-energ~e8. ;~: ,ii"cc'..,;'::,

~ = ., "i,;.i~=~.

IR (3, 0)

E (t -i I)=E(I~I O)=E(!-!-I)=E(O
=a+b+<:

I) = E(I 0 0) = E(t ! -I) = a
I) = E(I I 0) = a-b+ <:

i)= a-2b + 4<:

0-2) =

E (i -t

E(i t
E (i i

IR (2,2)

E(2-2 0)=E(i~i-I.)=E(1-1-2)=
= a + 2b -60 + 4d- 12e + 12f

E (i -i -1) = E(l 0 -2) = a+ b-21(J + d-21e + 147f
E(l -1 2) = E(l 1 -2) = a-360 +432f
E(l 0 2)=E(1 i-1)=a-b-21(J+d*21e+147f
E(l 1 2)=E(i i 1)=E(2 20)=

= a- 2b -6(J + 4d + 12e + 12f

E(2-10)=a+b-60+d-6e+27f
E (1 -I 0)= a+ b-180 + d-18e + 123f
Ef'(2 -1 0; 1 -1 \0) = 3 v5(-c-e + 8/)
E (i -i -1)= a+ b-1ic+ d-11e+201f
E (i -i -1) = a+ b-13c + d-13e+ 249f
Ef'(i -i -1; I-l-l) = 4 v'5(-(J-e+ 8/)

E(i 1-1)=a-16(J+112f
E(! 1-1)=a-32(J+368f.
EJ'(i 1~1;1 1-1)=4V5(-(J+16/)
E(i 1 1)=a-b~110+d+1le+67f
E(l 1 1)=a-b-13(J+d+13e+83f
Ef'(i t 1;1 i 1)=4v5(-(J+e+8/)
E (2 1 0) = a-b-6c + d+ 6e + 27f

E(l 10)=a-b-18c+d+18e+123f
EJ'(2 10;1 10)=3v5(-(J+e+8/)
E (i -i 1);=a-l6c+ 112f
E (i -i 1) = a-,-32(J + 368f

Ef'(i-t l;i-i 1)=4v5(-c+16/)
E(2 0 °)=a-6(J+192f
E (lOO)= a-18(J+ 192f
E (0 0 0) = a-24(J + 256f
Ef'(2 0 0; lOO) = vI5(-2c + 16/)
EJ'(l 0 0; 0 0 Q)= v3"(-8(J+ 112/)
EJ'(2 0 0;0 0 O)=16v5f.

IR (4, I)

E (t -I

E (2 -2

E (2 -1

E (2 O

1) = E(2 -2 0) = E(i -i -1) = E(l -1 -2) =
= E(! -! -3) = a + 2b~50() + 4d-lOOe + 500f

2)=E(! !-3)=a+b-85()+d~85e+ 1445f
2) = E(l 1 -2) = a-60() + 720t
2) = E(i t -1) = a-b-35() + d + 356 + 245f

~
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TABLE IV (continued).

~

E(2 1 2)=E(2 2 ())=a~2b-1()0+4d+20e+20f
E (2 2 2) = EG i l.) = a-3b + 150 + 9d-45e +45f
E (2 -I ()) = a+ b-400 + d-40e + 3l.6f
E ( I-I 0) =a+ b -800+ d-80e + 1325f
ET(2-1 0;1-1 0)=15(-0-e+24/)
E (i -! I) =a + b".370 + d-37e + 21}3f
E ( ! -! I) = a + b -830 + d ~83e + 1397f
ET(i -! I; i-! I) =4 V6(-o-e+ 2~/)
E (i -! I)= a-240 + 144f
E (! -! I) =a-560+ 656f
ET(i -! I; !-! I) = 12(-0+ 16/)
E (2 0 0) = a-150 + 2.40f
E (lOO) =a-500 + 560f
ET(2 0 0; lOO) = 10'I/3(-C+ 16/)
E(i ! 1)=a-b-11(J+d+l1e+53f
E(t' ! 1)=a-b-2i)0+d+2ge+197f
ET(i ! l.; t t I) =12(-0+e+8/)
E ( 2 1 0) = a- b -200 + d +20e + 125f
E (I 1 0) = a-::b~200 +d+20e+125f
ET(2 1 0; 1 1 0) = 15(=-0+ e+ 8/)
E (i! I) = a-2b+20 + 4d=4e+20f
E (! ! I) = a-2b-20+ 4d+ 4e + 20f
ET(i ! I; i i I) ~4v6(~0+ 2e)
E ( 1 0 -2) =a + b- 550 + d-'- 55e + 72bf
E(00-2)=a+b-650+d-=-65e+965f I
ET(1 0 -2; 00 -'-2)= 10v6(-0-e+24/)
E(i !-I)=a--,,400+400f
E ( ! ! -I) = a--" 400 + 400f
ET(! ! -I; * ! -I) =20(-c+ 16j)
E (i -! -I) T a + b-450+ d-45e + 485f
E (! -! -I) = a+ b-750+ d-75e-f 1205f
ET(!-! -I; ! -! -1)~20(-0-e + 24j) .

between the self-energies of components of baryon isotopic multiplets due to
strong interactions, to predict that the result

2 M(n) + 2 M(8°) 3M(A) M(}:;°) ,2V3Mp(~O, A)

is valid. In the above discussion of mass formulae we have not taken into
account the fact that the results used for electromagnetic self-energies depend
on the neglect of strong interactions that break SUa-invariance. In fact (7),
eqs. (4.2), (4.4) are strictly accurate only when the strong interactions that
break SUa-invariance are absent, and eq. (4.6) holds only when they are no
more than a first-order perturbation of the SUa-invariant strong interactions. .A

..
"'
...
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comment about the transition mass seems necessary. Unlike the transition
form factor, which is directly accessible from the life time of the radiative
decay }::0-+ A + y, the transition mass enters only into the definition of exact
eigenstates of mass and a measure of it is only indirectly obtained from a
measure of the isotopic impurity of A.

In the case of the decuplet there are no t~ansition masses. Proceeding via
similar assumptions to those made for the baryons, we find four relations

M{.N'*++) M(.N'*-: 3 [M(.N'*+) -M(.N'*O)J ,

M(Y*O) -M(Y*~) = M(3*O)

M(Y*+) -M(Y*O),

M(8*-]M(.N'*O) M(.N'*-(4.7)

M(J{'*+) M(.N'*O)

..
..

!j
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involving only mass differences within isotopic multiplets. The first relation
here is a consequence simply 0£ the Wigner-Eckart theorem for the isospin
subgroup of SUa, and hence is certainly independent of the nature 0£ the
breaking of exact SUa invariance of strong interactions. Supposing, for the
strong interaction (but not for the electromagnetic) self-energy contributions,
we take account of the breaking of the invariance of strong interactions with
respect to SUa to first order, then we have

~

MIE*-)= 2MIY*-' M(.N'*~'

(4.8)
3 M(Y*-) + M(.N'*-) ,M(.Q-) = 3M(E*-

of which only the second survives in the second order .
Parametric expression foI: electromagnetic self-energies for other unitary

multiplets occupy Table IV, whilst relations, like the first on~ in (4.7), which
hold even when strong interactions are no more than charge-independent are

displayed in Table V.

5. -Discussion.

We have in previous sections confined attention to electromagnetic matrix
elements between components of the same unitary multiplet. However, no
essential generalization of the work of Sect. 2 is required in the derivation
of relations of the first kiJld for the radiative decays of one unitary multiplet
into an equivalent but not identical multi:plet plus an arbitrary number of
photons. Additional relations (of the second kind) valid for one-photon decays
follow as in Sect. 3. An example of physical interest is afforded by the radia-
tive decay of vector mesons into pseudoscalar mesonS.. When we recall that
cqarge conjugation invariance applies to the situation, we readily reproduce
certain results (18) due to OKUBO.

It might appear, at first sight, that generalization of the given method
to allow treatment, for example, of radiative decays of baryon resonances
associated (19) with the decuplet IE (3,0) of SUa into baryons is less ir;nme-
diate. However, the method of section two applies without modification:
(/)(- 0Jf) is still diagonal with respect to I, '/!and Y and independent of v even
where its matrix elements between states of different IR's of S U a are concerned.
It turns out that the nine allowed radiative decay amplitudes can be expressed

(l8) Equation (10) of ref. r).
(lg) s. L. GLASHOW and J. J. SAKURAI: Nuovo Oimento, 26, 622 (1962)

...
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, ;

in terms of two Ullknown quantities. The seven relations of the first kind
that hereby arise are displayed in Table VI, together with one additional
result (of the second kind) ,that holds for one-photon decay amplitudes.

«I,I)i

«1,1) t
«1, 1) I

<.(1,1)1
«(1, 1) I

«1,1) !

«1, 1) i
«1,1) 0

.! IjDI(3,0)! -! 1>=D{I,0)

! lIDI{3, 0) ! t ~)= Jj(t,-l)
.I 01J)1(3,0)J -I °>~o

0 01DI (3,0) 100> = t:;D(I,o)

1 °IDj(3,0)1 1 Q>=D(t,-I)

1 -ljl)1(3, 0) t -! ,,1>= 0

t-lrDr(3,0)! t-,,17= "n(I,0)
0 Oj:;Dj\3,0)1 0 ...0>':f~(V3/2)D(I,0).

For one-photon decays, we have relations

M(.N'~~pc+r.).,;= M(Y:* ~++y)
~7Jf(Yl* ~-+:r)7 M(E; E-+y),;= O0 c , 0
M(J'f* n +y) ,;= 2M(Y1* ~o+y)c";i;

M( ~o ~ o+ ),;= -~* ~ y =- o
(2/v3) M(Yl..~A+y.),

of the first kind, and

M(.N't-..p+y) = M(.N':-..n+p)

of the second kind,

We have just seen that our method can handle, as far as relations of the
first kind are concerned, any such « nondiagonal » radiative decay amplitude.
However, to obtain results of the second kind for one. or two.photon ampli-
tudes, we need generalizations of the Okubo formulae to all nonvanishing
matrix elements of 0lJ between states of different IR's of SUa. The requi;ed
first-order formulae have indeed been developed {20) and will be discussed
along with applications elsewhere.

In Ol;lr discussion of electromagnetic properties we have consistently
disregarded the strong interactions which break exact SUa.invariance and
produce mass splitting within unitary multiplets. If these are taken into account
even to first order the nu:mbers of unknown parameters that appear in our
calculations already suffer a considerable increase. For example the number
of parameters involved (7) in a calculation of baryou. magnetic moments is

(20) D. LURIE and A. J. MACFARLANE: to be publiBhed

oQ
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now eight_in contrast to the two needed in the absence of the mass splitting
interactions. The possibility of practically applicable relations emerging at
this level of generality is remote; it appears that the situation ought to be
studied in terms of more detailed dvnamical models.

RIASSUN O (.1

Dimostriamo che si pub ottenere formalmente una teo.ria in cui le interazioni forti
invarianti rispetto ad S U a sono perturbate solo da interazioni elettromagnetiche con una
trasformazione unitaria di una teoria in cui le interazioni forti invarianti rispetto ad S Ua
sono perturbate da interazioni indipendenti soltanto dalla carica. Sfruttando informazioni
facilmente ottenibili su quest'ultima teoria, possiamo dare una rapida deduzione delle
relazioni fra le proprieta elettromagnetiche di varie particelle e risonanze. Mentre si .rife.
riscono molti nuovi risultati, si mett!\ in particolare rilievo l'efficacia del metodo ed il
riconoscimento della natura esatta delle ipotesi necessarie' per dedurre i risultati. Per
e&empio, delle sette familiari relazioni fra i momenti magneticidei barioni solo due richie.
dono l'uso dell'ipotesi che ci sia una dipendenza lin~re fra i momenti magnetici e la
densita della corrente di carica elettromagnetica; le altI'e stlno esempi di relazioni valide
in form9, identica per tutte le pI'oprieta elettromagnetiche dei baI'ioni -fat tori di forma
elettrici e magnetici, autoenergie elettromagnetiche, ampiezze dello scattering di
Compton, etc.

(.) Traduaione a cura della Redazione.
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